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Abstract

Diclofenac (DCF) adverse reactions involve diverse mechanisms in different models. We recently demonstrated that DCF-induced toxicity in HepaRG decreases as they express DCF-metabolizing enzymes. DCF metabolism promotes toxicity in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, expressing heterologous cytochromes-P450. N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is used to treat diverse medical conditions due to its multiple properties (antioxidant, metal chelator, thiol-disulfide disruption). The latter property accounts for its mucolytic effects and broadens its potential molecular targets to signal transduction proteins, and ABC transporters and others. Interaction of NAC with DCF effects depends on the experimental model.

This study aims to investigate NAC/DCF interaction and the involvement of ABC transporters in wild type and mutant *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. DCF inhibited yeast growth in a dose and time-dependent manner and the cells started adapting to DCF 24 hours post-treatment. NAC potentiated DCF-induced toxicity if added prior or parallel to DCF. Pre-treatment with NAC increased its potentiation effect and compromised cells adaption to DCF. Post-treatment with NAC potentiated DCF toxicity without compromising adaptation. Moreover, mutant strains in ABC transporters Pdr5, Yor1, Bpt1 or Pdr15, were more sensitive to DCF; while mutant strains in Pdr5, Vmr1 or Pdr12 were more sensitive to NAC/DCF interaction. DCF±NAC elicited on the mutant strain in Yap1, an oxidative stress-related protein, the same effects as on the wild type. Therefore, oxidative stress does not seem to be key actor in DCF toxicity in our model. Our hypothesis is that NAC potentiation effect is at least due to its ability to disrupt disulfide-bridge in proteins required to overcome DCF toxicity in yeast.
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Introduction

Administration of diclofenac (DCF), a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, has been associated with adverse drug reactions in some patients (Banks et al., 1995; Breen et al., 1986; Watanabe et al., 2007). DCF adverse effects have been related to different factors including its metabolism into 4′-OH-DCF, 5-OH-DCF, and acyl glucuronides (Bort et al., 1999; Kretz-Rommel and Boelsterli, 1993; Wang et al., 2004). We recently demonstrated that DCF-induced toxicity in hepatic HepaRG cell lines decreases as the cells differentiate and express DCF-metabolizing and detoxifying enzymes (Al-Attrache et al., 2016). An opposite effect was reported in Saccharomyces cerevisiae where heterologous expression of DCF-metabolizing cytochrome P450 potentiates DCF toxicity and reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation (van Leeuwen et al., 2011c). DCF-induced ROS generation originates in the mitochondrial and was shown to be respiratory chain-dependent in both mammalian and yeast cells (Masubuchi et al., 2002; van Leeuwen et al., 2011a). Furthermore, in several cellular systems, including human hepatocytes, DCF induces ROS formation, causing opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT) pore, cytochrome c release, caspase activation and apoptosis (Gomez-Lechon et al., 2003; Inoue et al., 2004; Lim et al., 2006). The ROS-mediated DCF apoptotic effects are counteracted by N-acetylcysteine (NAC) (Inoue et al., 2004).

Moreover, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae DCF toxic effects and cells adaptation to this toxicant involved pleiotropic drug resistance (Pdr) 5 gene and some components of the protein kinase C (PKC) and MAPK signaling pathways. Indeed, adaption and tolerance of yeast cells to DCF has been associated with induction of Pdr genes and Rlm1p-controlled genes; Rlm1p is a transcription factor in the PKC pathway. Moreover, increased DCF toxicity occurs after deletion of genes of components of the cell wall stress-responsive PKC pathway or the Zinc (Zn)-responsive transcription factor Zap1p (Zn-responsive activator protein). In addition, Zn-chelator increases DCF toxicity (van Leeuwen et al., 2011b).

NAC has been used in clinical practice for mucolytic purpose in lung diseases that are associated with mucus hypersecretion, treatment of pulmonary oxygen toxicity, adult respiratory distress syndrome, acetaminophen intoxication, doxorubicin cardiotoxicity, ischemia-reperfusion cardiac injury, chemotherapy-induced toxicity, heavy metal toxicity and psychiatric disorders (Rushworth and Megson, 2014; Samuni et al., 2013). However, NAC causes adverse drug reactions such as pruritus, rash and gastrointestinal symptoms (Koppen et al., 2014).

This diversity of NAC pharmacological applications and adverse effects is due to the multi-sided chemical features of its cysteinyl thiol group including nucleophilicity, ROS scavenging (antioxidant properties, in vitro and in vivo), heavy metal chelation and its ability to undergo thiol-disulfide (di-S) exchange reactions with other thiol redox couples leading to di-S bridge disruption as in the case of mucous proteins (Zafarullah et al., 2003). NAC is more efficient than other thiol-containing molecules (e.g. cysteine and glutathione) in terms of di-S bridge disruption due to its lower molecular weight (in comparison with glutathione) and might compete with
larger reducing molecules in sterically less accessible proteins cores. Moreover, NAC is a precursor of cysteine formed by deacetylation of the latter. NAC also increases glutathione levels.

NAC affects diverse molecular targets such as signal transduction proteins (e.g. NFκB, c-Src, STAT3, MAPK) through direct interaction with proteins and/or indirectly through ROS neutralization (Hou et al., 2015; Parasassi et al., 2010; Ramudo and Manso, 2010; Samuni et al., 2013). NAC affects cell division and differentiation causing change of expression of more than 900 genes including cytoskeleton- and cell cycle-related genes (Edlundh-Rose et al., 2005). NAC is also likely to affect expression and activity of many di-S bridge-containing protein types including ABC transporters as well as key proteins of transduction pathways in DCF-induced toxicity.

Given the diverse toxic and therapeutic effects and targets of these two commonly used drugs, NAC and DCF, and the common use of NAC as antioxidant in research, an important question arises about their interaction and the possible involvement of ABC transporters in their interaction in our experimental model. In fact, previous clinical reports as well as reports from different experimental models showed diverging results in this respect. This is likely due to the multiple mechanisms of actions of both drugs. NAC and DCF act in synergy as anti-inflammatory drugs through cyclooxygenase inhibition (Parasassi et al., 2005), and inhibition of TNF-α secretion (Mulhall et al., 2003). NAC was reported to reduce DCF-induced renal toxicity (Efrati et al., 2007) and ROS-mediated DCF-induced toxicity and apoptosis (Al-Attrache et al., 2016; Inoue et al., 2004). However, NAC has no effect on DCF-methyl phenyl pyridinium potentiated toxicity (Morioka et al., 2004).

In the present study we investigated the interaction of NAC and DCF on wild type and ABC-transporter mutant strains of *S. cerevisiae*. Our results showed that DCF inhibits cell growth in a dose and time-dependent manner and that NAC potentiates DCF-induced growth inhibition of yeast. Moreover, mutant strains in some ABC transporters are more sensitive to DCF, and to the interaction of NAC with DCF.
Materials and methods

Chemicals and reagents

Diclofenac sodium salt, N-acetylcysteine and YPD broth and agarose were purchased from sigma Aldrich (St. Quentin Fallavier, France). L-cysteine (LC) was from BDH (England).

Cell culture, treatment and growth assessment

Saccharomyces cerevisiae BY4741 and the mutants strains illustrated in Table 2 were supplied by Euroscarf (Germany). The mutant genes were disrupted by the kanamycin resistance gene (kanMX4) according to the supplier. Cells were seeded on YPD-agar (50 g/liter, 1.6 % agarose) for 48h at 30ºC. Colonies are diluted in YPD broth (50 g/l) to an OD (optical density) at 600 nm between 0.1 and 0.2 and treated with drugs, or grown for 48h and then, diluted to obtain the same OD range and then treated with drugs for different periods of time. Culture shaking was performed only prior to growth assessment by OD measurement at 600 nm.

Wild type and mutant strains were treated with DCF and/or NAC at different concentrations and growth assessed at different time points by OD measurement. Results are expressed as percentage of the respective control untreated cells at each time point.

Statistical analysis

One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's multiple comparison test (GraphPad Prism 5.00) was performed to compare data between DCF-, NAC-, DCF +NAC-treated cells and control cultures. The same test was applied to compare data obtained with mutant strains with those obtained with the wild-type strain. Differences were considered significantly different when p < 0.05.

Results

Dose and time-dependent effect of DCF on growth of S. cerevisiae BY447 BY4741 strain

In order to assess DCF effect on growth of Saccharomyces cerevisiae BY4741 strain, different doses and treatment time points were used. Yeast growth was inhibited by DCF in a time and dose-dependent manner (figure 1a and 1b) starting at the 3 hour-treatment time point and reaching a maximum after 9 hours. DCF effect appeared at the dose of 1000 µM and was more efficient at 2000 µM. This latter dose caused 22.6% and 55.8% inhibition at 3h and 6h treatment, respectively (Figure 1a). The inhibitory effect of DCF was partially abolished after 24 hour-treatment reflecting a previously described process of adaption of yeast cells to this drug (figure 1b (van Leeuwen et al., 2011b)).

Interaction of NAC with DCF toxic effect on S. cerevisiae BY4741

In order to assess interaction of NAC with DCF toxic effect, yeast cells (BY4741) were treated with DCF ± NAC, simultaneously or successively with a period of 30 min delay. Growth was
assessed at the indicated time points (Table 1). Similarly to figure 1b, DCF maximal inhibitory effect occurred after 9 hour-treatment (34.4% inhibition), and cells started to adapt at 24 hours where DCF-mediated inhibition decreased. NAC, which had no statistically significant inhibitory effect by itself, potentiated DCF toxicity in a significant manner regardless of whether drugs are added simultaneously or successively. A dose of 1 mM NAC showed similar but mild potentiating effects (data not shown). At 9h, NAC+DCF added together led to 64.7% growth inhibition while DCF alone caused only 34.4% inhibition. At 24h, adaptation of cells to DCF in the presence of NAC was decreased (19.4% versus 29.7% inhibition) but the difference was not statistically significant.

Moreover, when cells were pre-treated with NAC, more potentiation of DCF toxicity occurred (inhibition by 31.8%, 76.3%, 82.9% and 68% at 3, 6, 9 and 24h, respectively). Inhibition after simultaneous addition of the two drugs was 10.7%, 39.6%, 64.7% and 29.7% at 3, 6, 9 and 24h, respectively (Table 1). Therefore, cells are more sensitive to DCF-induced toxicity when NAC is added prior to DCF than when they are added together. In addition, cells adaptation to DCF at 24 hours is seriously impaired by NAC pretreatment. However, when yeast cells were pretreated with DCF, increase of DCF toxic effect by NAC was still evident, but NAC was no longer able to impair their adaptation to DCF. This result suggests the involvement of diverse cellular targets in NAC/DCF interaction.

Investigation of DCF, NAC and LC effects and interactions on growth of wild type and mutant strains of S. cerevisiae growth

We aimed here to assess the potential involvement of certain ABC transporters in terms of DCF toxicity and its potentiation by NAC. Moreover, other amino acids effects were investigated to check if the observed NAC/DCF interaction was relative to amino acids metabolic pathways, osmotic stress, or mediated by other NAC-related mechanisms such as the antioxidant effect, di-S bridge disruption, signal transduction alteration, metal ion chelation. Wild type and mutant strains in some ABC transporters were used (illustrated in Table 2). We also used Yap1 mutant, an AP-1 like transcription factor known to mediate oxidative stress response (Kuge and Jones 1994) (Yano et al., 2009).

DCF at 1000 µM was toxic for all used strains causing growth inhibition ranging from 21.2% to 64.9%. The strains Y02409, Y05933, Y01503, Y04242 which are mutant in the genes Pdr5, Yor1, Bpt1 and Pdr15 respectively, were more sensitive to DCF since growth inhibition percentage was significantly higher (inhibition by 45.7%, 63.3%, 63.9% and 64.9%, for the mutant strains respectively) in comparison with that of the wild type strain (34.4% inhibition) (Table 2). Therefore each one of these ABC transporters partially protects yeast cells against DCF. The other mutant strains showed no statistically significant change of sensitivity to DCF in comparison with the wild type strain. Regarding yeast cells adaptation to DCF, all of the investigated mutant strains were still able to adapt to the drug 24 hours post-treatment (data not shown).
It is noteworthy emphasizing that the yeast strain Y00569, mutant in Yap1, had the same sensitivity to DCF as the wild-type one, thereby suggesting that oxidative stress is not a key factor in DCF-induced toxic effect in our experimental model and culture conditions. In addition, ROS assessment, by the 2',7'-dichlorofluorescin di-acetate test, in DCF-treated cells showed up to 30% ROS increase in our experimental conditions (data not shown). However, this increase was not statistically significant.

In the presence of NAC, the mutant strains in Pdr5, Vmr1 and Pdr12 showed more potentiated DCF toxicity (inhibition range from 84.8 to 93.9%) in comparison with the BY4741 wild type strain (inhibition by 64.7%). Therefore, these mutant strains are more sensitive to NAC/DCF interaction. Regarding interaction of DCF with the other amino acids, L-cysteine tended to potentiate DCF toxicity but the results did not reach statistical significance neither with the wild type nor with the mutant strains (Table 2), while L-lysine and L-isoleucine, individually, did not cause any DCF toxicity potentiation (data not shown).
Discussion

DCF induces adverse reactions in some patients (Boelsterli, 2003). Involvement of oxidative stress enzymes and drug metabolizing enzymes in this toxicity was reported in in vitro hepatic and non-hepatic models (Al-Attrache et al., 2016; Fredriksson et al., 2011; van Leeuwen et al., 2011c). DCF was reported to induce oxidative stress, apoptosis, cholestasis by diverse mechanisms (Al-Attrache et al., 2016; Fredriksson et al., 2011; Fredriksson et al., 2014; Maiuri et al., 2015) including deregulation of some ABC and SLC transporters (Al-Attrache et al., 2016), respiratory chain components and PKC signaling (van Leeuwen et al., 2011b).

Our study demonstrated that DCF inhibited yeast growth in a dose- and time-dependent and metabolism-independent manner. Our results are in accordance with previous studies (van Leeuwen et al., 2011c). Toxicity started with a DCF dose of 1000µM and was maximal after nine hours of treatment. Cells started to adapt to DCF and to overcome its toxicity at 24 hours, this is also in agreement with previous reports which showed that adaptation to DCF was due to up-regulation of several tens of genes such as the Pdr genes and genes under the control of Rlm1p (MADS-box transcription factor), a transcription factor in the PKC pathway. In addition, many other genes are down-regulated (van Leeuwen et al., 2011b).

The efficient DCF dose in our study was 1000 µM, much higher than that reported in previous studies (van Leeuwen et al., 2011b) where DCF effects started at 50 µM and reached a maximum at 200 or 500 µM. Such high DCF concentration (>1000 µM) is not aberrant and was already used with another yeast, Candida albicans (Ghalehnoo et al., 2010). The great difference of S. cerevisiae response to DCF between our study and that of Leeuwen et al. is probably due to use of the minimal medium YNB (yeast nitrogen base, supplemented with amino acids and glucose) while the complete YPD broth is used in our case. Indeed, YNB pH is usually more acidic (about 5, van Leeuwen et al., 2011a) than that of YPD (pH range 6.4 to 7). More acidic pH causes lower ratio of ionized/non ionized diclofenac thereby causing more efficient diffusion across the plasma membrane. In addition, YPD is a rich medium that contains many organic components that are likely to make complex with DCF thereby reducing its diffusion into cells. The different media used in our study and that of van Leeuwen et al., 2011c may also explain the difference in terms of DCF-generated ROS.

NAC properties and its diverse mechanisms of action and clinical applications were summarized in the introduction of this article. Though previous studies in other cell models reported protective effect of NAC against DCF-induced toxicity (Al-Attrache et al., 2016; Efrati et al., 2007; Inoue et al., 2004), the present study clearly showed an original interaction between NAC and DCF since toxicity of the latter on yeast was potentiated in the presence of NAC, and cells adaptation to DCF was compromised, especially when NAC is added first and DCF second, with a 30 minute-delay. Potentiation of DCF toxic effect by NAC was in agreement with the result we obtained using the Yap1 mutant strain (Y00569, Table 2) which showed sensitivity to DCF similar to that of the wild-type strain BY4741. This result, along with the lack of significant ROS...
increase by DCF (data not shown), enabled us to hypothesize suggest that NAC effect was not dependent on its antioxidant properties here. Other previous studies had reported antioxidant-independent NAC effects. For instance, NAC potentiates effect of Cu(II) H$_2$O$_2$ on the mitochondrial diaphorase (Gutierrez-Correa and Stoppani, 1997), interferes with transport of As$_2$O$_3$ (Vernhet et al., 2003) and inhibits mitochondrial autophagy (Deffieu et al., 2009). In our experimental model, NAC had a protective effect against toxicity of chlorpromazine (unpublished data) probably through its antioxidant property.

However, and despite the lack of change of Yap1 mutant yeast (an oxidative stress-related transcription factor) sensitivity to DCF reported here and the lack of significant ROS induction by this drug, it is impossible to rule out involvement of the antioxidant properties of NAC in our context since ROS are known to trigger signaling pathways that could relief or alleviate toxicity (Hancock et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2002). The potential is early neutralization by NAC in the presence of DCF excess could make the cells vulnerable to DCF toxic effects due to lack of protective signaling pathways activation.

In addition, NAC could potentiate DCF toxic effects through its ability to disrupt di-S bridges that occur in diverse proteins of signaling pathways, ABC efflux transporters, and house-keeping metabolic enzymes. Many ABC transporters such as Pdr5 and Yor1 (Egner et al., 1998; Pagant et al., 2008) have di-S bridge that are important to their stability and are potential targets that could be disrupted by NAC through its di-S bridge reducing effect. Our results demonstrated that mutant strains in these three ABC transporters made the cells more sensitive to DCF. This finding is supportive of the NAC-mediated di-S disruption hypothesis. The cells would become more vulnerable to DCF effect due to lack of drug efflux, especially because Pdr5 (ABCG, PgP homolog), Yor1 (ABCC, MRP member) and Pdr15 which mediate efflux of a wide variety of toxicants (Piecuch and Oblak, 2014). It is also possible that NAC/DCF interaction we described in this work was due to competition of both drugs to some efflux transporters since both NAC and DCF are weak organic acids.

Di-S bridge disruption by NAC could occur for transcription factors that help the cell overcoming the toxic effects of DCF. It was reported that di-S bridge disruption occurs for signaling molecules such as NFκB (review by Samuni et al., 2013). Moreover, NAC could promote DCF toxicity by altering Zn-finger containing protein since NAC has metal ions chelator activity (Kelly, 1998). In fact, inactivation of the Zn-finger transcription factor Zap1 (by mutation or by Zn ion chelation) was reported to increase DCF toxicity in S. cerevisiae (van Leeuwen et al., 2011b). Many other Zn-finger containing proteins could be targets of NAC, such as Pdr1 and Pdr3 which are key transcription factors involved in the yeast pleiotropic drug resistance response. Their potential alteration by NAC would compromise cells response to chemical stress and aggravate toxicity. NAC could also disrupt key enzymes in the fermentation pathway, a preferred energetic mode in S. cerevisiae, thereby obligating cells to perform respiration-based metabolism. This latter situation is known to make the cells more sensitive to DCF (van Leeuwen et al., 2011a). All the previous hypothetical mechanisms of NAC action are
probable since pre-treatment of cells with NAC increases its ability to potentiate DCF toxic effects. These previous possible mechanisms of NAC effects are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, a contribution of different mechanisms is also likely since NAC pre-treatment impaired cells adaptation to DCF, a process involving nearly a hundred genes (van Leeuwen et al., 2011b).

It should be noted that yeast cells are sensitive to the osmotic shock-induced stress (Chant, 1999). Treatment of our strains with two other amino acids in combination with DCF, L-lysine and L-isoleucine, at the same concentrations as NAC, showed no change in the DCF toxic response amplitude (data not shown). This result suggests that involvement of osmotic stress and amino acid metabolic alteration are not involved in the observed NAC interaction with DCF.

By deacetylation, NAC is a precursor of LC, which could mediate the observed effects. Nevertheless, treatment of yeast cells with LC did not increase DCF toxicity in a significant manner in our study. This result showed that NAC acted by itself to increase DCF toxicity, and this was in agreement with the fact that NAC has higher redox potential than cysteine and is more efficient in terms of di-S bridge disruption (Rushworth and Megson, 2014; Samuni et al., 2013).

In conclusion, we demonstrated here for the first time that NAC, but not LC, potentiated DCF toxicity in *S. cerevisiae* cells. Some ABC-transporter mutant strains were more sensitive to DCF toxic effects and NAC/DCF interaction. Diverse possible mechanisms could explain the observed NAC/DCF interaction including di-S bridge disruption and Zn-chelating effect of NAC on key proteins (transporters, signaling proteins or transcription factors,…). Oxidative stress did not seem to play a key role in the interaction NAC/DCF. Further experiments will be performed to unravel the involved mechanism(s).
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Table 1: Interaction of NAC (5 mM) with DCF (1000 µM) toxic effect on BY4741 growth as a function of time (3, 6, 9 and 24 h) and of the drugs addition sequence, in which the drugs are added to the cells. Yeast colonies were diluted in YPD to an OD between 0.1 and 0.2 and treated with NAC (5mM) and/or DCF (1000 µM), simultaneously or after a pretreatment delay. Pretreatment delay corresponds to addition of a drug 30 minutes before the second one. The OD results were recorded after 3, 6, 9, and 24 hours and are expressed as percentage of the control-untreated cells. Data and represent the means± SD of at least three independent experiments. *P<0.05 compared with untreated cells; #P<0.05 compared to cells treated with DCF; @P<0.05 compared with co-treatment. &P<0.05 compared with NAC pre-treatment.

Table 2: Effect of DCF and NAC-DCF interaction on growth of ABC-transporter mutant strains. Wild type and mutant strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae were pre-cultured and then diluted to an OD between 0.1 and 0.2 and treated with DCF (1000µM) ± NAC (5mM) or ± L-cysteine (LC, 5 mM) for 9h and growth was assessed by OD measurement. The results are expressed as percentage of the control-untreated cells and represent the means± SD of at least three independent experiments. *P<0.05 compared with untreated cells; #P<0.05 compared to cells treated with DCF; $P<0.05 compared with BY4741. For genes abbreviations refer to the abbreviation list. ND, not determined.
Figure 1: Dose- and time-dependent toxic effect of DCF on growth of wild-type yeast BY4741. Cells were treated with different DCF concentrations and growth was assessed by OD measurement at 3, 6, 9 and 24h. Results are expressed as %OD relative to the control untreated cells and represent means ± SD of at least three independent experiments. *Statistically significant difference (p<0.05) with respect to untreated cells.

(A) Cells were treated with different concentrations of DCF for 3 and 6h after dilution of pre-culture for 48h

(B) Cells from colonies are treated with DCF (1000µM) for 3, 6, 9 and 24 hours without pre-culture.
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>DCF (1000 µM)</th>
<th>NAC (5 mM)</th>
<th>Co-treatment (NAC + DCF)</th>
<th>Pre-treatment with NAC, then NAC + DCF</th>
<th>Pre-treatment with DCF, then NAC + DCF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time (h)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>89.7±11.3</td>
<td>92.7±0.8</td>
<td>89.3±2.1</td>
<td>68.2±10.7* #</td>
<td>70.4±12.0* #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>73.0±18.2*</td>
<td>94.6±1.3</td>
<td>60.4±6.9*</td>
<td>23.7±4.0* #, @</td>
<td>32.0±5.3* #, @</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>65.6±12.6*</td>
<td>101.2±8.9</td>
<td>35.3±8.1* #</td>
<td>17.1±1.5* #</td>
<td>28.4±12.7* #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>80.9±6.2*</td>
<td>89.7±4.1</td>
<td>70.3±3.0*</td>
<td>32.0±10.1* #, @</td>
<td>83.1±3.3*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain name</th>
<th>Mutant gene</th>
<th>DCF</th>
<th>NAC</th>
<th>LC</th>
<th>NAC+DCF</th>
<th>LC+DCF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BY4741</td>
<td>Wild type</td>
<td>65.6±12.6*</td>
<td>101.2±8.9</td>
<td>90.5±11.4</td>
<td>35.3±8.1*</td>
<td>71.7±4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y02409</td>
<td>Pdr5</td>
<td>54.3±5.8*</td>
<td>100.6±2.7</td>
<td>96.1±3.6</td>
<td>6.1±6.5*</td>
<td>32.3±10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y05933</td>
<td>Yor1</td>
<td>36.7±8.3*</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y01503</td>
<td>Bpt1</td>
<td>36.1±4.6*</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y04242</td>
<td>Pdr15</td>
<td>35.1±4.2*</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y00569</td>
<td>Yap1</td>
<td>75.9±10.4*</td>
<td>100.5±13.6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>39.2±21.8*</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y00928</td>
<td>Vmr1</td>
<td>76.5±3.1*</td>
<td>98.5±0.7</td>
<td>97.1±3.4</td>
<td>15.2±7.7*</td>
<td>65.1±7.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y02770</td>
<td>Pdr12</td>
<td>78.8±3.0*</td>
<td>98.9±1.5</td>
<td>95.0±1.5</td>
<td>17.7±10.8*</td>
<td>65.4±5.2*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>